goods:
- Specific Domain
- Trophies: good way to promote
- Nice map Feature
- Good to find partners for sports
- good to find places to do it
- very specific target
- I like the simplicity
- Visual story: great!
- Urban street sports, why not "panicle"? (This i did not understand what was written on the post-it :P)
- Nice sports!! good!
- I like name an logo
- Graphic nice
- Something that will be very liked in southtyrol!
- Nice name: simple and clear! it can collaborate with blabit!
- find people with your same interest and do what you like with them is great!
I like the galleries f photos and video. you can make a lot of service and advertisement there!
- I think sporty people will like it
- nice presentation!
- Gamistification: old but gold way to keep the users connected!
The map is really nice!
Interesting way to keep sporty people in contact!

Bads:
- There is not a Buisness Model
- Some redundant features (events..)
- i don't like sports ( so it's not for everybody)
- too long tagline
- How would you make money?
- Business Model
- business model
- How would you pomote it in other social network?
- money?
- Skateboard has already straight crews
- Service does not get much paid
- Just another social network!!!
- The starting idea is good but i think you missed the point.
- Don't make it a social network.
- The name nimble is good but can it be used?
- How to differentiate this from other network?
- Limited to outdoors? not much going on in the winter! Maybe consider also insides.
- There are alreadysimilar services (runstatic. noom) for running and many other sports.
- I don't want to communicate to everyone!
- How do you make money out of it?? business plan!!
- Yet another community! There are so many already! How do you stand out?

